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EDITOR’S NOTE

As this is the last issue of our free group magazine, for reasons
discussed on the Facebook Group, Id like to thank all those who
submitted articles and to all those who gave their time freely to
make it happen.
Maybe we will meet again in the future, but for now…cheers !

Rusted-out E Type by David

Eaves

After seeing a finished model of a rusted-out E Type convertible at WASMEx, I was inspired
to have a go at one myself. I’ve never been a big fan of the drop head car, always preferred
the sleek roof line of the fixed head coupe.
I searched around for an appropriate kit and settled on the Heller offering. It’s a Series 1
3.8L, arguably the prettiest of the E Types. Reasonably priced too, at around $40AUD.

First impressions out of the box – not too bad. Moulding looked fairly accurate and not huge
amounts of flash to clean up. The wire wheels however, had room for improvement. They
were coated in the usual kit chrome which, in some cases, obliterates any fine detail and
makes them very toy-like.

Two options – buy an aftermarket set of wire wheels or strip the chrome and work with what
I had. Pricing up a set of aftermarket wheels proved to be a bit of a shock – more than the
price of the actual cart kit, so I rejected that idea.
I submerged the wheels in household bleach for a few hours and all the chrome plate came
off easily. After a wash with detergent and thorough rinsing & drying, I primed them with
black Stynylrez and then carefully painted in the rims and spokes with Mr Color Super
Metallic Chrome Silver. I was quite pleased with the result!

Then it was time to make the tyres flat. I used a domestic iron to press flat spots into the
rubber tyres. I’ve since seen another method for doing this, but I haven’t tried it yet – that’s a
story for another time!

Next up, construction. With the
exception of the engine & support
frame, there aren’t that many
parts to the kit. The interior is
pretty basic, and the shell is
basically a bonnet, and a body –
both the side doors and rear hatch
are moulded as part of the shell.
Originally, I planned on having
one of the headlamps covers
removed so was slightly
disappointed to find that there
were no headlamp recess panels
– just holes in the bonnet. This
was easily solved with a little thin
sheet styrene and some filler.
Then all the parts were primed
with grey Stynylrez, except the
interior which was primed with
black. The interior is mostly black
anyway, so used the primer as the
main colour and just detailed over
it. I put off doing any assembly
just yet as I reckoned it was going
to be a lot easier to paint without
the window glass fitted.

As this was going to be a rusted model, the next paint layer on the
body was an overall coat of Mr Color Red Oxide. I then used
Humbrol Maskol fluid to selectively mask off the areas I wanted
rust to show through – door bottoms, sills, wheel arches etc. In
some areas, I also used a technique I saw somewhere else for
creating rust “bubbles” under the paint. I took a toothpick, dipped
the end in CA glue and dotted bubbles around the outer edges of
the masked areas.

Onto the main colour coat. E Type models always seem to be painted red or racing green – I
wanted mine to look a little different, so I chose to go for the Opalescent Silver Blue, similar to the
car driven by Donald Campbell.
Not an easy colour to achieve. Most metallic paints have flakes that are too big in scale for a 1/25
scale car and I wanted a realistic look.
I started off with an SMS lacquer called Azure Blue as it was the closest I could find. No thinning
required, just airbrush straight from the bottle. It went on nicely and gave a satin finish – not exactly
what I wanted but I could work with it.
Then I peeled off the masking fluid to reveal the rusted sections. The “bubbled” paint effect from
the dots of super glue worked really well and it’s a technique I will definitely be using again!

Although the Azure Blue
was close to what I wanted,
it wasn’t quite there, so I
tried another paint that I’d
been toying with having a
crack at – Mr Hobby’s Mr
Crystal Colour.
I’ve watched demos of this
paint on YouTube, which
showed it being used on
black base & white base. It
gives an iridescent &
reflective tint, in theory what
I was looking for.
I did two test mules using
the Mr Crystal Moonstone
Pearl and also Sapphire
Blue. The Sapphire Blue
turned out to be a little too
strong, but the Moonstone
Pearl worked perfectly over
the Azure Blue paint, giving
it a silver-grey iridescence.
So, I re-masked the rust
areas with some more
maskol then airbrushed on
a couple of layers on the
Moonstone Pearl….and got
exactly what I’d hoped for!

Once the paint was fully cured, I moved onto fitting the ancillaries, starting with the
headlights. The parts supplied in the kit for the headlamps themselves were just two circles
of chrome plated plastic – no depth & no detail, in fact, nothing like a headlamp at all! Into
the parts box for the fake jewels I often use for headlights. They’re slightly facetted but give
a much more realistic appearance. Once these were in place, I glued the headlamp covers
in place, using white PVA glue. It takes a while to dry, but it dries clear and will not fog
plastic. Once fully set, I masked and airbrushed the chrome surrounds.
I was pretty sure that not much of the very basic interior would be visible by the time I’d
finished so nothing more than a quick dusting with some green pigment, to simulate a
moss/mould growth, was needed.
After fitting the rear screen, the chrome
windscreen & rear screen trim were
then masked & airbrushed….and I then
realised that all my reference showed
the rear screen trim as black rubber, not
chrome! So, I repainted it, naturally.
Before fitting the side windows to the
car, the chrome trim was painted – a lot
easier to mask and paint it on the freestanding part than once attached to the
car.
Once these parts were fitted, the car
was assembled and the rest of the trim
(bumpers, indicators etc.) were added.

Before the main weathering began, I
airbrushed the window glass (lighter at the
top, heavier at the bottom) and the body
shell (heavier on the upper surfaces,
lighter on the sides) with Dullcote. The
reason for this was that pigment adheres
better to a flat surface. Also, the previously
semi- shiny paintwork would not look right
on a heavily weathered car.

Finally, it was time to
work on the rusted
sections of the car. I
used a mixture of real
rust, sanded off old
metal parts from our
yard at work, and
Vallejo Old Rust
pigment.
This gives a rich colour as well as some
.nice texture, assuming you’re going for
heavy rust to the point of, and possibly
including, metal rusted all the way through. I
put a small amount of white PVA glue on
the revealed rust areas and then dabbed on
the rust mixture. I also added a little of this
in some areas I’d forgotten to mask
previously (scuttle corners). Streaking was
done with a combination of oil paints and
pastel chalks.
.
To rust up the shiny chrome bumpers I again used PVA glue, added selectively, and then
sprinkled
I applied both green & grey pigments to all the windows, heavier at the bottom, and rubbed it
gently with a cotton bud. I then moistened a cotton bud and streaked the pigment downwards. I
rubbed a bit hard in some places and rubbed away the Dullcote, showing parts of clear screen. I
actually liked this effect, so I left it like that!
The next step was the bodywork. I wanted to give the appearance of accumulated dirt, tree sap
etc. on the upper surfaces of the car. I tried an experiment – with a piece of rough sandpaper and
a brown chalk pastel at the ready, I sprayed a wet coat of flat clear onto the body, then
immediately sanded pastel chalk straight onto the wet clear coat – a bit like grating cheese onto a
pizza. The effect it gave was a dark drown to black speckled effect which dried in place with the
paint. Once dry, I added a little green pigment in places then wiped, stippled & smudged it with a
moist brush. I think this worked extremely well!

.

The last thing I did was make a simple display base as the car needed something to sit on. I used
a piece of compressed cardboard table mat (bought from a DIY store) cut to a suitable size.
It was primed, painted gloss black and then masked roughly around the edges before adding
some height and texture, using household acrylic multi-purpose filler. While it was still damp, I put
down a layer of cling wrap then pressed the car into the filler to create some recesses for the
tyres to sit in, like the car had been stood in the same place for a while.
Finally, after a coat of artist’s acrylic brown paint, I used PVA to attach static grass I had left over
from a previous project. I guess ideally, I would have used longer grass but I couldn’t stretch my
budget any further at the time…and now there are other projects to build.
In summary, I would say that the Heller kit is pretty good…but if you were going for a high finish
and lots of detail, aftermarket and scratch-built parts would be needed for the interior and, if you
could stretch to it, a nice set of wire wheels would really set it off.

.

Lt. Edward McDonald, SAS, MC, DSM.
Western Desert 1943

Painted by Geoff Charman
I purchased this single bust from Mitches Military Models’ three bust group of SAS desert raiders,
as I thought he looked the best one.
McDonald was with L Detachment SAS 1941/42 as a Sergeant, where he was awarded the
Distinguished Service Medal. He was commissioned 2nd Lieutenant on joining 1 SAS (A Squadron)
in 1942 and promoted to Lieutenant in 1943 during which time he was awarded the Military Cross.

The bust comes in two pieces, the head complete with headgear (the large cloth, the Keffiyeh and
the rope band, the Agal), and the “V” bust (so no arms)
After a bit of cleaning up of the usual pouring block areas and seam lines, it was given a good scrub
in hot soapy water with a toothbrush. It was then rinsed and left overnight to fully dry before given a
light spray of white car primer.

I always start painting the face first. The
eyes where painted in acrylics and then
given a coat of acrylic gloss varnish. Once
dry I start on the flesh using Artist’s oils. A
full tutorial for my face painting can be
found in Issue 5 of the group magazine,
so I will not go into it fully now.
Acrylic paints used are by Vallejo, MC
indicates Model Color and MA Model Air.

Here is the finished face and a

basic coat of Vallejo acrylic paint
on the rest of the head and body.
Paint used for headgear, MA 075
Sand and MC 862/168 Black Grey,
and for the body MA 028 Sand
Yellow. The buttons where done
using a dilute coat of MC 983/143
Flat Earth and very diluted
MC904/157 Dark Blue Pale for the
scarf. Once dry, I then painted the
medal ribbons, and para wings;
Military Cross, white/ dark blue/
white, Distinguished Conduct
Medal, red/ blue/ red, General
Service Medal, purple/ green/
purple, Para wings white and C
902/062 Azure with a very thin
surround of MA 053 Dark Sea
Green. The shoulder pips were
painted in MC 988/115 Khaki and
detailed with a thin red surround.

Shadows/Lowlights where
then added using an Artist’s
oils mix of Paynes Grey and
Raw Umber thinned with
white spirit. This entails
going around all the seams,
pockets, buttons, and the
shadow areas i.e. under the
folds and creases. This was
applied to the head and
body before fixing in place.
After leaving overnight to
dry I began dry-brushing
using neat Artist’s Oils, I DO
NOT USE ANY WHITE
SPIRIT FOR THIS PART.
Naples Yellow and White
was mixed with a flat brush.
A small amount of the two
colours are mixed to get a
lighter shade of the tunic
colour, then with a tissue I
remove 99% of what is on
the brush by gently
brushing over the back of
my hand, if paint can be
seen I wipe the brush on
the tissue again until just a
faint amount shows, then I
am ready to apply lightly to
the high areas of the tunic.
This shade was also dry
brushed to the cords (Agal)
around the head and the
scarf to bring out the detail
but I lightened the shade
with a touch more white
paint for the Head Cloth
(Keffiyeh). It was then left
overnight again before
fixing the head in place.
I hope you have enjoyed
this rather shorter article
than normal - a longer one
maybe next time!

DIY Truck Tarpaulin
I have always thought that the tarpaulin
is one of the weak points of many,
(otherwise very acceptable), model
vehicles. The kit tarps tend to be rigid,
thick, and waaay too neat and tidy!
Those things got a fair amount of use
and abuse, and crews hardly ever had
the time or inclination to fold the flaps
back in the neat, regulation fashion
most kits depict. There are many
possible alternatives; tissue paper,
crepe paper etc., but one method I’ve
found to produce very acceptable
results is to use a plaster mould and
Milliput.

Brian MacGabhann

And the stock kit item for comparison.

This method uses the stock part as a mould to cast a better alternative. Ideally you want this part to be a
one or two piece affair, as this minimises seams and possible leakage points. It also helps if the interior
is well sculpted.

Step 1 Casting the Mould
To begin with you need to prepare the stock
tarp for casting. As this particular example
was a two-part tarpaulin, I needed to glue a
flat piece of plastic sheeting over the open
end.

The top of the tilt is rounded, so it was
important to balance it out properly and
make sure it was level, otherwise the
finished mould would be lop-sided. In this
case I used some sanding sticks to prop the
tarp up, and checked it was flat using a
spirit level

It’s then a matter of pouring the plaster.
I used ordinary white plaster for this
one, mixed a bit thin so it flows nicely
into the corners. I don’t think there’s
any need to go to any expense for this
part; any cheapo plaster or mixable
filler should do. I didn’t bother greasing
the inside of the tarp; though
depending on the exact material you
are using to pour the mould you might
need to consider doing so. I made the
mistake of not filling the plaster up right
to the top of the mould and had to add
a wooden base to make up for the
difference. So lesson learned; make
sure you fill right to the edge.

Once the plaster is
thoroughly cured you can
remove it from the mould.
I gave it a full 24 hours to
be sure. You can then
sand and shape the
plaster
mould
to
emphasise
certain
aspects of the tarp. I
sanded away the centre
areas between each
support rail to emphasise
the ‘sag’ in the tarp, and
added a thin strip of
Milliput where each rail
would be, again to
emphasise that part in the
finished tarp.

If you wanted to represent an older, more battered tarp you
could sand away more of the mould, or make it sag in a
particular direction. If you want to you can occasionally
drape wet tissue over the mould as you go along, to check
progress and get an idea of how the finished product will
look, then adjust to get the effect you want.

Step 2: Adding the New Tarp
It's then a matter of adding a new canvas cover from Milliput. Standard technique; roll out a sausage
on a well-talc'd flat surface and roll this flat using a plastic rolling pin, also well talc'd.
The most important ingredient for this part is patience. You need the sheets of Milliput to be as thin
as possible, that way they cling nicely to the contours of the mould and accurately mirror them. If you
try using a sheet that’s too thick you will lose all the lovely detail you carved into the mould and end
up with a flat, featureless tarp. But these thin sheets need to be handled carefully and slowly otherwise
they’ll just tear.

One small tip; I find it helpful
when using Milliput to leave
the rolled-out sheet for about
15 minutes before attempting
to use it. That way it cures
very slightly and is less apt to
tear.
Add the canvas in sections;
trying to make a tarp in a
single go is just way to
difficult. I always start with the
rear of anything so if I make a
mess of it it's easier to cover
up. I did the back, the two
sides and finally the top,
which is how the real ones are
constructed. (We’ll add the
front door flaps later)
As an added bonus you end
up with a seam between the
side walls and the end panel;
just like the real thing.

With the main canvas now on the mould, you can roll out a thin strip to add a reinforcing band around
the top; again as per the real thing. I used a riveting wheel to gently impress the stitching. Didn't get it
exactly straight but I'm going for a bashed-about look anyway.
Leave it aside to cure thoroughly. Be patient; if you try to remove it from the mould before it’s fully
cured you could end up ruining the whole thing. I always give it a good 24 hours.
You can sand down the cured Milliput if you need to, but make sure to do this before removing it from
the plaster mould. Once removed the part is very brittle and needs to be handled carefully.
You’ll notice that I made circular impressions around the lower edge of the tarp. This was done by
pressing a ball point pen with the nib retracted into the Milliput when it was still soft, and is to mark
where the tie-downs will go.

Part 3: Adding Detail
As mentioned above handle the de-moulded tarp with care; it can be quite brittle.
You can now add various details to the cured tarp. These can be divided into three broad categories; the
front flaps, the side windows, and damage and patches. It is VERY important to be patient and do this in
stages
Let the first door flap dry before adding the second, let the windows dry before adding the reinforcing strip
at the bottom, etc. This is because soft Milliput is very impressionable, and will pick up the likes of
fingerprints very easily. It's almost impossible to work on one part if other parts are still soft, without
damaging one or both. In this instance the window covers were done one evening and the flaps over the
entrance the next.

For the front flaps it’s just a matter of cutting a thin strip of Milliput to the required size and shape,
attaching it to the inside of the tarp, then shaping it as required. Use a small brush to moisten the
leading edge of the flap and the edge you’re going to stick it to.
You make the doors any shape you want; open or closed. In this case I just wanted them to appear
flung back hastily. In reality they would only be folded and tied back if the truck was being driven with
the flaps open, or if it was for inspection.
The window flaps are added in the same way, just on a smaller scale. Again you can mould and
shape them once they are attached, to avoid having a dead flat rectangle sitting on the side of the
tarp.
The tears in the roof section were done while the Milliput was still soft on the mould. It was just a
matter of making a small cut with a sharp craft knife, then using the tip to tease open the edges and
roughen them up a bit. The patches were cut from a flat strip of Milliput and added to the cured tarp.
I then used the tip of a sharp knife to replicate the stitching around the edges.

There are many tools you can buy for manipulating Milliput and other modelling putties, the plastic
tipped moulding tools are pretty good, but for my money one of the best tools to use is an old stiff
brush dipped in water. This allows you to gently manipulate the various elements, and you can rub
over soft areas to erase fingerprints or other blemishes.

Test fitting the dried tarp to the truck.
Be very careful when doing this. The
tarp will be quite brittle and easy to
snap. You may need to pull the sides
apart slightly to get it to fit over the
body, so do so gently and carefully.
I have heard that you can soak the
finished part in warm water before
doing this to make it slightly more
flexible. I didn’t try that in this case as I
was concerned about damaging the
details such as window flaps and doors.

Next, it’s time to drill out small holes in the pre-marked tarp for the tie-downs to go. I added hooks
to the truck body made from stretched sprue, to give the ‘rope’ something to anchor to. In the end
both anchor points and rope were a bit over-scale, but I still liked the effect.

And finally some shots of the
finished product. Like I said; the
ropes and anchors ended up a bit
over-scale. I could have used
thread instead of the thin twine I
actually used, but I liked the rough
look I got from the ‘rope’.

The Iconic Hetzer by David Holmes

The base for this build is the excellent Tamiya Hetzer Mittlere Produktion kit.
I decided to use the Eduard photo etch set and the ‘Shapeways 3D printed tool clamps’
which are an excellent product in my humble opinion, to add “extra” details missing from
the kit.
The built itself, it was incredibly straight forward and produces an excellent base model .

At this point I also decided the lumps of plastic that
represent the tie downs were not what I wanted so I
removed them. Then I drilled 0.5mm holes and
threaded 0.4mm lead fly fishing wire through and
glued down to the inside.
I also wanted to replicate the casting feel of the gun
mantlet. Firstly I sliced a set of numbers off of the
sprues and glued them to the mantlet for the casting
numbers and then used dissolved putty to create the
casting effect.

Replacement tie
downs

Mantlet numbers and casting effect

Once the build was complete, I primed in Vallejo red oxide. You can also see. I scribed the flame cut
detail into the armour dovetails and at the top of the plate so they would stand out better on the final
model.
After a quick rub over with 5000 grit sanding paper it was time for the base coat.
I used the Mission Models: Dunkelgleb (late 1944-45), Olivegrun, and Rotbraun.

As this is going to be a hard edged
ambush scheme, I wanted to mask the
basic shapes out on the base coat.
At this point I also rusted
the exhaust as I would be
using the salt method to
get the paint worn/chipped
look later.
I then moved onto the masking.

Once I’d masked everything out, I sprayed the Rotbraun, then masked again to paint the Olivegrun.
I wetted the exhaust and added salt granules to the top of the exhaust and allowed it to dry so the salt
stuck and I could paint over it then remove the salt once the paint had dried. The roughed out camo
scheme was further tightened up with a paint brush.

I started the tracks
with a base coat of
gunmetal. I then did
the highlights and
wear using graphite
powder, Simple but
effective. I then finish
off with a rust wash.
.

With the wheels now fixed into position I added the decals.
The decals to be honest were awful but with a bit of perseverance I got a half decent result, although not
perfect.

I decided I was going for a light mud/dust effect so started on the underside of the hull
This was the usual pigments mixed with a fixer made up of 1 part PVA to 5 parts water.

The side skirts were added; I then applied a matte varnish.
I use oils for my grime for my rendering and weathering, as I feel I have more control. I thin them
with lighter fluid to get a flatter finish. I always use a flat brush and work downwards as it gives a
nice look of grime and muck being washed down. I also added scratches and also oil spills around
the engine hatches.
Hope you have enjoyed this build….

Poor Man’s Panel Shading and much more by

LEE Yee Pei

This is my way of achieving panel shading without painting or airbrush.

Steps:
1. Coat the surface with matte finish. Although it is possible to do so with
gloss surface, the pigments will adhere better on matte.
2. I prefer using Tamiya Weathering Master but using powdered chalk/pastel
is also possible.
3. Dab a small amount of pigment on the tip of a cotton bud. Test on a
sample surface and rub off excess if needed.
4. Gently rub on the panel until the desired shade is achieved.
5. It is ok to apply the pigment in larger area than the panel. Cleaning
up will be done in next step

6. Using an eraser, clean off the excess outside the panel lines to achieve a welldefined edge.
7. Using the same method on other panels of different shapes & sizes, as well
as different colours.
8. Once done, apply a clear coat to seal the pigments

This is my way of achieving panel line shading without airbrush.
Steps:
1. Coat the surface with matte finish. Although it is possible to do so with
gloss surface, the pigments will adhere better on matte.
2. I prefer using Tamiya Weathering Master (SOOT or DARK GREY), but
powdered chalk/pastel is also possible.

3. Dab a small amount of pigment on the tip of a small-size cotton bud.
Test on a sample surface and rub off excess if needed.
4. Gently rub along the panel line until the desired shade is achieved.
5. If mistake occurred, clean off with eraser & redo the step.

6. Using the same method on other panel lines.
7. Once done, apply a clear coat to seal the pigments.

Digital Camouflage Scheme
Masking Tape:
I used wide masking tapes & pasted them on a
cutting pad edge-to-edge to form a large ‘sheet’.
After that I marked the grid with ruler & pencil.

Grid:
The grid size depends on your
preference on how fine/coarse the
camouflage scheme will be. In my
case, I chose 4mm due to 1/72 scale
and 40mm masking tape width.
The grid is then cut up with ruler &
sharp blade in various standard
shapes of my preference. The shapes
are then used to form the sizes &
patterns of the paint scheme

Digital Camouflage Scheme
Painting:
Start with painting the darkest colour or the one
covering the least area. Once dry apply the masking
tapes on the areas you want to retain.
(I prefer painting the darkest colour first because it is
easier to mask the targeted areas. And I do not have to
remove any masking in-between colours.)

Paint the next colour and apply the masking tapes.

Paint the final colour and let it cure. Note that I only
apply masking twice with this 3-colour paint scheme

Once cured, remove all masking.
It is expected to find uneven edges between paint
colours due to masking. I used a fine-grid sandpaper and
wet-sanded them gently until edges are even.

Shark Teeth Marking
This was based on the technique I used for
the 1/72 Battlestar Galactica Viper.
The basic strategy was to get the outline I
wanted using a masking tape and
transferring it onto a template for marking
subsequent masks.
Masking approach done in the way that I
did not have to remove any masks
between painting

Steps (from top left to right):
1. Paste a wide masking tape on either left or right side of the model. Align one straight edge of the
tape to the model’s centerline. Make sure the tape is fully applied on the model surface. Mark the
‘mouth’ outline with pencil / fine-tip pen.
2. Transfer the masking tape to a clear/translucent plastic sheet. Mark & cut outline for one side of the
mouth. Using a new sheet with twice the width, mark the centerline. Place the first sheet and mark
one side of the mouth. Flip over & mark the other side. Using this sheet, mark the outline on a new
masking tape. This forms the mask for complete mouth
3. Apply masking with outside boundary of the mouth on to the model, aligning the centerlines &
position. Paint the white (or lightest colour you prefer). This forms the teeth colour.
4. Using the plastic sheet from step 2, mark and cut out the teeth. Alternatively, you could cut separate
triangles. Apply the ‘teeth’ masking tape to the model and paint red. This forms the ‘tongue’ in the
mouth.
5. Based on the mouth outline template, cut the separation line mask for the black area. Apply the
tape on the model and paint black/dark colour. This forms the black in the mouth
6. Remove masks and gently wet-sand the to even out the paint edges.

Uses for Lead pellets, ribbons and solder wire by Dean Laing
Lead pellets, ribbon and solder can be useful for adding weight to tricycle-gear aircraft. Use a small
hammer to smash BB gun pellets (.144 caliber), lead ribbon (stained-glass hobby or fishing tackle),
and curtain-hem rope from fabric stores and window curtain retailers (sewn into bottom hems to
weigh-down curtains).
Lead solder (non-flux core types) is great for adding details while adding weight as well. Flatten a
strait length and press it to the inside of cockpits and hatch doors to add stringers, formers and
frames. Press a straight-edge along its length to create a U-channel former. Bend into a curve or a
set-angle before flattening, and you have bulkhead frames and hatches (in the absence of plastic
sheet stock, or where added weight is preferred. No joints to glue!). It can be rolled to smaller
diameters using a flat, solid metal piece, and textured with the face of a file or any other tool on the
bench (like grinding burrs and pliers’ jaws).

Pellet gun ammo (.144 caliber) smashed and formed to fill voids in machine gun
ammo cans and back of firewall.

I save the beads of solder that fall from
my iron, then use them for handleknobs. Some of the drippings flatten
and form little round discs; these I use
to add thickness to shallow “Raised”
detail in cockpits and on engines, etc.
Sometimes, it is easier than cutting
sheet styrene. Trim with a blade as
needed.

.

How to make recognition lights on aircraft By David

Kopielski

Many World War II U.S. Aircraft had three coloured lights on the underside of the aircraft. The
location of these was typically on the bottom centreline of the fuselage or near the edge of the
starboard wing tip. The purpose of these lights was a visual “Identification Friend or Foe” (IFF)
system. At night you could not tell if an aircraft is friendly or the enemy. The U.S. came up with these
downward looking lights to keep from being shot down by friendly fire. The coloured lights are red,
green, and amber.
Aircraft models today tend to mark these lights. Some kits provide clear lens for them but many do
not. Typically the instructions have you paint the red, green and amber lights with gloss paint. This
tutorial will allow you to replicate them on models that just have them marked and add a depth of
realism.
The tools required are a drill, a jar of acrylic gel, toothpick and paints in the following colours: Chrome
Silver, Clear Red, Clear Green, and Clear Yellow.

Start by drilling into the plastic
with a bit the same diameter
as marked on the model to
create a concave divot about
halfway down the thickened of
the plastic.

Paint the inside of the divot
with chrome silver paint to
simulate the mirror reflector of
the lamp. This is what will give
the lamp depth after painting.

After the paint has dried, fill the
divots with the acrylic gel. The
gel is a milky white and dries
clear after about 10 minutes.
Once the acrylic gel has cured
and is clear paint the lights with
red clear on the first light towards
the front of the aircraft. Clear
green on the middle light and
clear yellow on the last light.

The recognition lamps will have a
look of depth and reflect light to
highlight their colour. This adds a
level of realism to the lamps and
accents the area very well.

Making Waves By Iain Marshall

SHADO by David Eaves
I’ve always been a huge fan of the Gerry Anderson shows. I loved all the cool vehicles, aircraft
and spacecraft from the Derek Meddings stable. My two favourites were the puppet show
“Captain Scarlet and the Mysterons” (I’ve built a number of the Japanese Imai kits of the
Spectrum vehicles) and Gerry’s first live action series “UFO”.
Made in the 1960’s but set in the 1980’s, it centres around a military style organisation called
SHADO (Supreme Headquarters Alien Defence Organisation) whose job it is to defend the
Earth from invasion by aliens who come to our planet in search of replacement body parts to
keep themselves alive.
The first line of defence is Moonbase, an installation on the moon equipped with 3 Interceptors.
They’re basically a one-shot deal, each carrying a single missile with a nuclear warhead. The
UFO’s are travelling much faster than the Interceptors, so any form of dogfight is not an option.
In effect, they’re just mobile missile platforms – the missiles themselves are computer guided
to detonate at the location where the UFO is going to be.
Unlike a lot of Sci-Fi shows (Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica etc.) the Anderson shows are not
well represented in the kit market. Round 2 and a couple of other manufacturers do a number
of models for Space:1999, but UFO is largely ignored, except by the Japanese (Imai, Aoshima)
and a couple of private sellers making studio scale kits. Still, the Interceptor is an iconic design
and one of my personal favourites, so when I discovered a resin & white metal Interceptor kit
on the Monsters in Motion website, I decided to have a crack at it…

It took a while to get to Australia from
the US and when it arrived, I was a little
disappointed. Casting was a little
rough in places (but nothing that
couldn’t be put right fairly easily) but
the thing I liked the least was the
cockpit. Basically, one poorly cast pilot
torso with a bit of a back plate designed
to fill the hole in the fuselage. That
wasn’t good enough for me, so I went
online and found a suitable interior I
hoped would fit (I think it was for a 1/48
Corsair II) and two pilots, one for the
body and one for the head.

The first task was making the new interior fit. This involved a fair amount of work with a Dremel tool,
removing material from the inside of the fuselage. There was dust everywhere! I also had to trim the
new cockpit itself in a couple of areas to get everything to go together. About halfway through this
process, sanding, test fitting, removing, more sanding etc., I almost gave up. I had some money from
a windfall and I seriously considered shelving it and buying the Bandai injection moulded kit I’d recently
discovered on eBay.

But sheer pig-headedness kept me going and I soldiered on until I managed to get the cockpit in, and
the fuselage buttoned up. The rest of the construction was fairly simple – there aren’t that many parts
to it!
I did have to shorten the nose section of the missile slightly as it was too long. This was just a simple
matter of cutting out a section of the resin, gluing it back together and filling the gaps with putty.

The only dramas I really had was getting the rear pipework, just in front of the main exhaust, to look
more blended in (I ended up adding a strip of styrene to the body to create more of an enclosure)
and the clear canopy. We’ll get to that one in a minute.

I primed the model with Stynylrez grey primer
then worked on the pilot. As I said, I bought
two pilots, one for the seated position and
one for the head & helmet, which bore a
resemblance to the SHADO astronaut.

Painting figures is not something I do often (I generally leave
them out completely) but for this model, it needed a pilot – you
never see an interceptor without one and my plan was to show
it “in flight” rather than in a maintenance setting.
After a quick coat of primer, I used artist’s acrylics to paint him.
They’re easier to brush paint than Tamiya or Mr Color paints
and they dry very quickly.
After a coat of clear gloss for his visor, and a black wash and
drybrush for the cockpit area, I installed him and moved onto
the job I was least looking forward to – the clear canopy.

Like a lot of “garage” type kits, the canopy is
vacuum formed clear plastic. Two are
supplied in the kit – this is with good reason.
They aren’t particularly accurate and you’re
pretty much guaranteed to cut the first one
too small – which I did. Part of this may be my
own fault though – fitting the aftermarket
cockpit may have altered the way the canopy
is designed to fit. Take this in to account when
you cut out the second one and everything is
ok, until the second one gets lost on the
garage floor somewhere and you have no
choice but to use the first one!!

I had to build up the lip around the front
edge of the cockpit area with Milliput (it
was slightly deformed anyway) and also
add a couple of strips of styrene to sides.
I then carefully positioned the canopy and
glued it into place using Bob Smith Super
Gold+ CA glue. It takes longer to set than
normal super glue, but it doesn’t fog clear
plastic.
Finally, there’s supposed to be a central
strut or divide on the canopy. This is not
moulded on or supplied as an extra piece
(I think they expect you to just paint it on)
so, once again, I used a piece of strip
styrene to create this.

And so, onto painting. I didn’t want to weather this model, working on the assumption that a moonbase
interceptor makes no atmospheric re-entries and takes off and lands nowhere but on its designated
launch pad, so it’s unlikely to get dirty. With this in mind, I decided to use Mr Color Off-White gloss, as
standard white can look a bit stark and unrealistic with no weathering afterwards.
After the coat of off-white one thing really stood out – the panel lines. They were really deep on the
casting and, after grey primer and top coat, they looked way too obvious. The solution? Vallejo white
plastic putty. I used a cotton bud to fill all the panel lines with putty, wiping them clean with another moist
cotton bud. This had the effect of making them a lot shallower and also lightening them in colour. This
was enough that normal lighting would cast enough shadow into the panel line without the need to add
a wash to accentuate them further.

Once the off white had
been left for a full week to
cure properly, I moved on
to the silver areas – the
landing skids, engines
etc. These were carefully
masked, one area at a
time, airbrushed with Mr
Color Gloss Black first, left
to dry for 30 minutes, then
airbrushed again with Mr
Color
Super
Metallic
Titanium.

Each section was left to dry and cure thoroughly for a few days before moving onto the next section.
Some people may choose to mask & paint all the sections in one go, but if I did that, I’d definitely end
up leaving finger prints in some of it!

Next, I painted the top section of the nose in matt black – I’ve always assumed that was an anti-glare
panel. However, soon after posting my progress on my page, it was pointed out to me by an aficionado
that the panel on the original studio models was, in fact, a very dark green. I wasn’t going to bother
changing it but, in the end, I relented. Five minutes masking and around ten seconds light dusting with
some dark green gloss gave me something more accurate and kept the enthusiasts happy.
The nose section off the missile was also given a coat of smoke grey clear over the silver to dull it down
a little, with a thin band masked out to retain the brightness.
The red striped areas were supplied as decals, but decal stripes and I don’t tend to get on very well – I
always end up breaking them. So, I masked and painted all the main ones.

Decals next – the decals supplied
with the kit are actually quite good
and went on easily. A little dab of
Microsol ensured they stayed in
place. Unfortunately, they don’t
supply enough decals to do both
sides properly, so I ended up
stealing a few from my decals bin
and using a little artistic license. All
decals were left for 24 hours to dry
thoroughly and then clear coated
with gloss the following day.

Onto the base. I bought some plastic crater sheets a while ago to make up a base for my 1/48
Round 2 Eagle Transporter. Since it hasn’t even made it out of its box yet, I reckoned it wouldn’t
miss one.
Also, in the parts bin, I had the leftover kit-supplied stand from my Cylon Centurion build… so I cut
the crater sheet to the same dimensions and glued it onto the base. Once dry, I filled all the open
edges with DIY acrylic wall filler, sanding it smooth once dried.

For texture, I first painted the whole
area with a diluted solution of white
PVA glue, then sprinkled on a sieved
mix of fine sand, cement and dust I
scooped off the yard floor at work (I
keep a bucket of it under my bench
for such occasions). After about an
hour this was then lightly dabbed with
a heavily diluted solution of PVA
which helps to seal it all together. I did
also try using a little baking powder
for a finer texture, but it doesn’t react
well to being painted.

Once this was all dried, I airbrushed
it with grey primer and then went
over it selectively adding light,
shadow and detail with various
mixes of light and dark grey. Finally
sealed with a coat of flat clear.

The interceptor was suspended about the moonscape with a length of clear acrylic rod, purchased
for a few dollars off eBay.
In conclusion, I would say it’s not the sharpest kit on the market – the Bandai kit, being injection
moulded, would offer a cleaner solution, but again this has a poorly detailed interior and also comes
without those piping sections on the rear of the fuselage. The studio size models are far superior
and a lot bigger but, with that, comes a much bigger price tag.
With a little time & patience, the Finishers kit can be built up into a good representation of the onscreen version.
“Interceptors, immediate launch!”
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